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Abstract. As wireless sensor networks continue to grow, so does the need for effective security mechanisms. Because sensor networks may interact with sensitive data and/or operate in hostile unattended environments, it is imperative that these security concerns be addressed from the beginning of the system design. However, due to inherent resource and computing constraints, security in sensor networks poses different challenges than traditional network/computer security. In this paper, we focus on the key management issues in IP-based ubiquitous sensor networks. 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low Power Personal Area Network) is analyzed for its vulnerability to security threats and suitable security mechanisms. Our analysis ascertains that the preassigned key-based security is prone to failures. Such networks need a dynamic key management mechanism to establish a secure communication. For the sake of analysis, we select one of the possible key management solutions in 6LoWPANs—the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) based Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). We deliberate on its efficacy by mapping it onto an application scenario. We compare ECC in 6LoWPANs against the classical implementation of PKI based ECC in sensor networks and put forth our analysis.
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Introduction



Ubiquitous sensor networks are quickly gaining popularity due to the fact that they are potentially low cost solutions to a variety of real-world challenges [1]. It becomes more and more important in various application areas, and several application scenarios require connectivity between sensor networks and the Internet. Such scenarios lead to the evolution of IP-based ubiquitous sensor networks (or equivalently IP-USN). Especially interesting point in ubiquitous sensor networks is their integration with IPv6 networks, giving advantages such as a) huge address space suitable to adapt to a large sensor nodes, b) providing built-in auto-configuration via IPv6 neighbor discovery mechanism and c) IPv6 stateless address auto-configuration. The resulting envisioned growth in the utilization of sensor networks pledges a wide 1
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variety of crucial applications ranging from healthcare to warfare, which in turn stimulate numerous efforts to secure these networks. For such applications, there is a burgeoning need to enforce proper security mechanisms. Whether IP-USNs are being deployed in hostile situations or commercial environments, security becomes exceedingly important. These networks are prone to unprecedented, malicious attacks. For example, an adversary can easily eavesdrop to the radio transmissions, impersonate to be one of the network nodes, or intentionally provide misleading information to other wireless nodes. In order to provide security, the communication should be encrypted and authenticated as much as possible. Therefore, an open research problem is “how to bootstrap secure communication among sensor nodes?” More technically speaking, how the secret keys are set up among communicating nodes? This key agreement problem is a part of the key management issue, which has been widely studied in both wired and wireless network environments. As we summarize later, the research and development are still in infancy for USN. In this paper, an attempt is made to define the requirements for a “close-to-utopian” solution for key management in the IP-USN. In this paper we first define the scope of this paper. Second, we discuss our choice of 6LoWPAN as a standardized IP-USN with respect to its security analysis. Third, the possible security threats to 6LoWPAN are presented. Fourth, we critique the possible key management mechanisms for ensuring an acceptable level of security in 6LoWPANs. Some of the significant works in the popular Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is analyzed for code size-complexity vs. performance feasibility for 6LoWPAN.
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Scope



The main motivation of this paper is to determine a viable security solution for the IPUSN. The link layer specifications for 6LoWPAN are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 specification, which already provides four basic security services; access control, message integrity, message confidentiality, and replay protection [3]. However, in order to use these security services, the need to have a secret key between the sender and receiver is not undermined. In other word, to use cryptography, both communicating endpoints need to agree on a key or a pool of keys to communicate securely. In this paper, we have presented a key management solution for 6LoWPANs in the presence of resource constraints.
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6LoWPAN



6LoWPAN is a standardization work of IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) for IP-USN technologies. It deals with the problem statements, packet format, routing protocols, etc. for low power wireless devices. It comprises devices that conform to the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standard. IEEE 802.15.4 compliant devices are characterized by short range, low bit rate, low power and low cost. 6LoWPAN has some of the characteristics that conflict with those of existing IP networks such as



small packet size versus the 1,500-bytes Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for IPv6, an availability of low bandwidth and a very large number of devices with limited operating space and lifetime. The gateway-based architecture of 6LoWPAN is poised to realize a seamless IPv6 connectivity to IEEE 802.15.4 devices as shown in the Figure 1.



Fig. 1. Connectivity paradigm of 6LoWPAN devices. 3.1



6LoWPAN Security Analysis



The security aspect, in 6LoWPAN is a costly proposition, both in terms of code size and number of transmissions of security primitives. For instance, while placing IPv6 on top of IEEE 802.15.4, it may seem that one could use a more thorough IPv6 security doing away with the security of WPAN since the security architecture defined by IEEE 802.15.4 offers duplication. Below, we elaborate upon the possible security solutions available in and out of the 6LoWPAN suite that we may opt to use. 3.1.1 IP Security Analysis IPSec (IP security protocol) provides per-packet authenticity and confidentiality; guarantees between peers communicate using IPSec [4]. It is available for both IPv4 and IPv6. Basically, IPSec is designed for generalized IP nodes that operate over Ethernet. It means that each node has enough buffers at its disposal, an undeterred bandwidth and no battery limitations like 6LoWPAN. So, IPsec per se is not suitable for the 6LoWPAN network. Obviously other issues such as different operating modes of 6LoWPAN devices such as Full Function Device (FFD) or Reduced Function Device (RFD), and routing peculiarities such as coordinator assisted hierarchical routing makes the adoption of IPsec less desirable. 3.1.2 IEEE 802.15.4 Security Analysis The Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayer of IEEE 802.15.4 provides security services through the MAC PAN Information Base (PIB) which maintains an Access Control List (ACL). IEEE 802.15.4 MAC provides the frame security with a set of optional services, as and when the application requires. Due to the diversity of applications envisioned by IEEE 802.15.4, the processes of authentication and key



exchange are left to the implementor’s discretion. Thus we can say that IEEE 802.15.4 takes a rather open-ended approach to define the security suite and settings.



4.



Security Threats and Vulnerabilities of 6LoWPAN



Most of the attacks and threats against user and data security in IP based USN are almost similar to their counterparts in the wired domain, while some are exacerbated with the inclusion of vulnerabilities in wireless connectivity. Wireless networks are usually more vulnerable to various security threats as the unguided transmission medium is more susceptible to security attacks. In fact, we consider all the wireless and ad hoc wireless attacks as applicable equally for IP based USN plus some critical attacks especially targeted at them. Broadly categorizing, two different perspectives can be assigned to attacks. One is the attack against the security mechanisms and another is against the basic mechanisms (like routing mechanism). Some of the major attack can be depicted as follows. 4.1



Denial of Service



Denial of Service (DoS) [7,8] attack initiates to fail the nodes to perform their primary job, unbeknownst. The simplest DoS attack tries to exhaust the resources that are available to the victim node, by sending fake request packets to prevent the legitimate users from accessing services they are entitled to. In wireless environment, several types of DoS attacks can be triggered in different layers. At the Physical Layer, the DoS attacks could be tempering and jamming electromagnetic (EM) signals. At the Link Layer, it could be collision and contention. At the Network Layer, it could be the swarming of packets for network traffic during homing and at the Transport Layer this attack could be performed by half open and half close attacks. Especially, for the IP based USN, there are possibilities of DoS attacks through the internet connectivity at the Network Layer. There is also susceptibility to the Physical Layer DoS attacks because of unattended deployment and limited communication/computation resources. For example, one laptop can easily disrupt the communication of several sensor nodes by swarming their transceivers. 4.2



Physical Attacks



Sensor networks typically operate in vast outdoor environments. In those kinds of environments, the small sensors, with the unattended and distributed nature makes those highly susceptible to physical attacks, i.e., threats due to physical node destruction relocation and masking [9]. By the Physical attacks, sensors nodes can be condemned permanently, so the losses are irreversible. For instance, attackers can extract cryptographic secrets from the associated circuitry, modify programming in the sensors, and the malicious node can take control over them [10]. Some of the works have shown that standard sensor nodes, such as the MICA2 motes, can be compromised in less than one minute [11]. These compromises can result into code



modification inside the sensor node to change the mission-oriented roles of full fledged networks, let alone sensors. 4.3



Sybil Attack



Some sensor nodes might need to work together to execute a complete task, hence there is a burgeoning need to distribute subtasks and ensure redundancy of information. In this kind of situation, a node can pretend to be more than one node, using the identities of other sensors. Sybil attack can be performed for attacking the distributed storage, routing mechanism, data aggregation, voting, fair resource allocation and misbehavior detection, etc [12]. It’s not very easy to be aware of a Sybil attack in place, but measuring the usage of radio resources, the Sybil attacks may be detected, though with very little probability. 4.4



Black hole / Sinkhole Attack



In the Black Hole attack, a malicious node acts as a black hole [13] to attract all the traffic in the sensor network. Especially in a flooding based protocol, the attacker listens to requests for routes then replies to the requesting nodes that it contains the high quality or shortest path to the base station. Once the malicious device is able to insert itself between the communication nodes, it is able to do anything with the packets passing through it. In fact, this attack can affect even the nodes those are spatially farther from the malicious node. 4.5



Hello Flood Attack



Hello Flood attack as introduced in [14], uses HELLO packets as a mechanism to redraw the attention of the sensors in USN. In this sort of attack, an attacker with a high radio transmission range and processing power sends HELLO packets to a number of sensor nodes which are dispersed in a large area within a USN. The sensors are thus persuaded that the adversary is their neighbor. As a consequence, while sending the information to the base station, the victim nodes try to send their data through the attacker as they know that it is their neighbor and are ultimately spoofed by the attacker. 4.6



Wormhole Attack



In the Wormhole attack [15] the attacker records the packets (or bits) at one location in the network and tunnels those to another location. Such attacks can be fatal to the working for the USN, since, this sort of attack does not require compromising a sensor in the network; rather it could be performed even at the initial phase when the sensors start to discover the neighboring information.



5.



Purported Keying Models for the 6LoWPAN



The characteristics of sensors, communicating devices and resulting sensor networks, such as limited resources at the node and network level, lack of physical protection, unattended operation, and a close interaction with the physical environment, all make it infeasible to implement some of the most popular key exchange techniques in their literal forms for 6LoWPANs. In this section, we visit the three widely known schemes such as trusted-server scheme, pre-distribution scheme and public key cryptography schemes in order to reach to a pragmatic key management mechanism for 6LoWPANs. 5.1



Trusted-Server Scheme



The trusted-server scheme relies solely on the server for key agreement between nodes, e.g., Kerberos [16]. If the server is compromised, the trust amongst sensor nodes is severed. Such a scheme is not suitable for sensor networks because there is usually no guarantee of communicating seamlessly with a trusted server at all the times in sensor networks. 5.2



Key Pre-Distribution



The key agreement scheme is key pre-distribution, where key information is distributed among all sensor nodes prior to deployment. If the network deployers were to know which nodes were more likely to stay in the same neighborhood before deployment, keys may be decided a priori. However, because of the randomness of the deployment, knowing the set of neighbors deterministically might not be feasible. Furthermore, the presence of intruder nodes right from the network deployment and initiation time cannot be rejected outright as implausible. Some schemes like network shared keying, pair-wise keying, and group keying, have been defined as variants of key distribution. On-site key management mechanisms, while warranting the same level of security as key pre-distribution schemes have an obvious edge to cope up with network dynamics. 5.3



Public Key Cryptography Scheme



This class of key management scheme depends on asymmetric cryptography, such as public key certificates that are irreversible singularly. This irreversibility comes at a price—often staked by the limited computation and energy resources of sensor nodes. Some of the most popular examples include, but are not limited to Diffie-Hellman key agreement [17] or RSA [18], and [19]. However, the cryptanalysis of public key schemes reveals that they are uncontested cryptographic champions.



6. An Insight into Resource Utilization of Applications on 6LoWPAN Devices—The First Step Towards Making Security Feasible The implementation of IP-USN (6LoWPAN) security requires the analysis of the allowable resources that can be allocated for the security purpose. This activity shall enable us to determine a key exchange mechanism to establish substantial security in 6LoWPANs. In this section, we analyze some 6LoWPAN applications with respect to their implementation cost and permissible delay bounds. 6.1 6LoWPAN Applications To analyze the resource constraints, we visit applications developed thus far using 6LoWPAN. For the 6LoWPAN applications we used a true single-chip 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver with base-band modem (commonly the Chipcon® CC2420DB chipset). As an operating system, we use our own implementation of the 6LoWPAN stack. Chipcon CC2420DB devices use 8-bit microcontroller with advance RISC architecture, 128K Bytes of In-System Reprogrammable Flash (ROM), 4K Bytes EEPROM (RAM) and 4K Bytes Internal SRAM (RAM). Our 6LoWPAN working group at Ajou University has developed a weather forecasting system, a location tracking system and a wind sensor management system. These applications are inherently insecure since the clients did not specify any security measures. We analyze some of the resources that are necessary and crucial to the implementation of a viable security system, such as used and available flash memory, RAM, and parameters as local processing time per node, and application-specific maximum allowable refresh time to update the sensed data. Table 2 is the fact sheet. For example, typical usage is around 4 KB of RAM and 100 KB of ROM in general. The trends of application resource usage suggest that resources are never overloaded. We can, therefore dedicate at least 2 KB of RAM and 20 KB of flash memory for the security implementation. Likewise, the variance of transmission delay and processing time for all the applications together allow a tolerance, say 500 ms to the least. After analyzing resource in hand and the popular key exchange methods, we recommend to use the trusted public key cryptography.



6LoWPAN Applications Used RAM Used ROM Processing time Transmission delay Weather Forecasting Location Tracking Wind Sensor Management



2KB 3KB



83KB 91KB



1s 0.7s



80ms 500ms



3 KB



80KB



0.9s



4s



Table 2. Resource and delay fact sheet for some 6LoWPAN applications



6.2 Public-Key Infrastructure for Key Distribution Based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography The public key scheme has been investigated extensively for sensor networks and can fulfill most if not all the security requirements. Public-key cryptography is more flexible and simple in rendering a clean interface for the security component. Against the popular belief that a public key scheme is not practical for sensor network, few working groups argue that this can be a good scheme with simple modification of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). One working group at Harvard University deployed the PKI by modifying ECC and getting very exciting results in TinyOS [20]. Another working group worked on the TelosB and they showed favorable results too in [21]. Since IEEE 802.15.4 AES security mechanism has no support for group keying or shared keying mechanisms, we assert that PKI may be favorable for 6LoWPAN. 6.3



PKI based ECC Implementation



In this section, we briefly give a background introduction about ECC, and corresponding elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman and Digital Signature Algorithm. 6.3.1



Elliptic Curve Cryptography



In recent years, ECC has attracted much attention as a security solution for wireless networks due to a very small key size and low computational overhead. ECC can use a considerably shorter key and offer the same level of security as other asymmetric algorithms using much larger ones. The gap between ECC and its competitors in terms of key size required for a given level of security becomes dramatically more prominent at higher levels of security, e.g. 160-bit ECC offers the comparable security to 1024-bit RSA and 512 bit ECC provides security of the level of 15,360 bit RSA. 6.4 Summary of Experimental Results on Other OS and Performance Analysis For our analysis, we selected four popular implementation of ECC in sensor networks. 6.4.1



TelosB Based on Hardware Multiplier



TelosB mote (TPR2400) is the latest product in the mote family designed by University of California at Berkeley for experimentation in sensor network research. The experiments based on TelosB mote show that it takes 3.3s and 6.7s to conduct a public key signature and verification respectively. This gives us a positive and feasible result for the sensor network for applications that are delay-tolerant.



6.4.2



TinyOS Based EccM 1.0 and EccM 2.0



EccM1.0 and EccM 2.0 are two versions of Ecc implementation on the MICA2 in the form of TinyOS Module at Harvard University. EccM 1.0 was designed for execution on a single mote. It first selects a random curve in the form of an equation. It next selects from that curve a random point, G. It further selects at random some k, the node's Private Key. Finally, it computes k.G, the node's public key. The running time of these operations is then transmitted to the node's UART. The results obtained for 33-bit keys required a running time of approx. 1.8 s. The delay performance however degrades for key lengths exceeding 63-bits. EccM 2.0 removes the shortcomings in EccM1.0 with index-calculus methods [23]. Table 3 summarizes the implementation details. According to 6LoWPAN’s resource analysis, this comparative result shows that, a modification to ECC may be feasible for the sensor network, especially for the 6LoWPAN. Implementation



TelosB



EccM 1.0



EccM 2.0



TinyEcc



Total Time



Private Key



.0.07s



0.36s



0.229s



0.161s



Public Key



10.19



54.114s



34.161s



24.5s



N/A



0.00549j



0.00549j



ROM



13.8k



18k



34.3k



12.5k



RAM



1.3k



0.8k



1k



1.3k



Total Energy



M emory



N/A



Table 3. Comparison of popular PKI implementations.



7. Conclusion In this paper, we consider 6LoWPAN network as a specific example of IP-USN. Various application scenarios of 6LoWPANs, their likely threats, and possible security solutions are discussed. We short listed solutions for 6LoWPAN security implementation by analyzing the resources in hand after allocating the resources for various applications. In this paper we showed the competitive scenario of the other implementations, and also some guidelines for making security viable for any application. We also considered dynamic shared key approaches in order to analyze the best performance of the system. Such schemes may also be feasible for 6LoWPANs incase a priori information about the topology, mission, and operating conditions of a sensor network is available to the implementors.
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